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INTRODUCTION 

The External Dosimetry Lab (EDL) at the Radiation Safety Division at Soreq Nuclear Research Center 

(SNRC) is ISO 17025 certified and provides its services to approximately 13,000 users throughout the 

country from various sectors such as medical, industrial and academic. About 95% of the users are 

monitored monthly for X-rays,  and  radiation using Thermoluminescence Dosimeter (TLD) cards that 

contain three LiF:Mg,Ti elements and the other users, who work also with thermal neutrons, use  TLD cards 

that contain four LiF:Mg,Ti elements. All TLD cards are measured with the Thermo 8800pc reader.
 (1)

 

Suspicious TLD glow curve (GC) can cause wrong dose estimation so the EDL makes great efforts to ensure 

that each GC undergoes a careful QC procedure.
 (3)

  The current QC procedure is performed manually and 

through a few steps using different softwares and databases in a long and complicated procedure: EDL staff 

needs to export all the results/GCs to be checked to an Excel file, followed by finding the suspicious GCs, 

which is done in a different program (WinREMS), According to the GC shapes (Figure 1 illustrates suitable 

and  suspicious GC shapes) and the ratio between the elements result values (see graph in Figure 2), the 

inspecting technician corrects the data.
(3)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Typical LiF: Mg, Ti glow curve following 
137

 Cs irradiation (a) suitable GC; (b) suspicious GC 
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 Figure 2. LiF:Mg,Ti TLD elements response (2) 

The motivation for developing the new program is the complicated and time consuming process of our the 

manual procedure to the large amount of TLDs each month (13,000), similarly to other Dosimetry services 

that use computerized QC GC analysis.
 (4,5) 

it is important to note that only ~25% of the results are above the 

EDL recorded level (0.10 mSv) and need to be inspected. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to describe a new 

program, TagQC, which allows a computerized QC GC analysis that identifies automatically, swiftly, and 

accurately suspicious TLD GC.  

TagQC program description.    

The source file is copied (to avoid damage of the raw data) to a destination file and all the corrections are 

made and saved on it.  

A morphologic classifier is embedded in TagQC, for pointing out "Suspicious" GC using the following 

general method: 

a. A canonic GC is defined (to which the analyzed GC is compared. during the classifier). 

b. Each GC is first canonized & passes a noise filter. a too high noise figure in a GC renders it as 

"Suspicious". 

c. The location and shape of the main lobe of the GC is checked, in several parameters: the start (first 

channel) of the lobe, the end of the lobe (last channel) - both using the wavefront, The slopes of the 

front and end of the lobe, the width of the lobe, its similarity to a parabola (difference from quadratic 

fit), and the shift of the peak from its canonic location. Finally the skewness and kurtosis of the GC is 

compared to the canonic ones. Any diversion from the canonic parameters that are too large renders 

the analyzed GC suspicious. 

d. The last step is comparison between the values of the parameters of the various elements on the tag 

(if possible), and pointing out outliers as "suspicious". 

Once the above process is complete, the program automatically indicates the faulty GC by painting the 

suspicious element with a different color (red), as shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. TagQC screen with marked suspicious GC (upper left GC) 

The operator can chose from a number of options to correct the abnormal data: 

1. Us ROI (region of interest) by dragging the GCs borders to fit the correct GC and dose value (as 

shown at the bottom of Figure 4). 

2. Select "Low" check box to correct all the doses to a value which is set at the preferences page, as a 

limit of detection (as shown at the bottom of Figure 3). 

3. Selecting a specific check box, when only the third TLD element is suspicious, to determine the value 

of the third element to the average dose of the first and second elements. Shown in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Figure 4. TagQC ROI correction                             Figure 5. 3
rd

 element value correction  

In addition to abnormal data correction, the operator can perform more QC steps:   

1. Selecting the "Irradiate" checkbox, the TLD will be manually exposed to a known dose and re-

measured prior to the shipment to the user.  

2. Selecting the "Inquire" checkbox will e-mail a print screen of the GC to the EDL supervisor for a 

second opinion and approval. 

When all the TLD cards are checked, a log report is issued containing all the information of any card that 

underwent results intervention.  
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CONCLUSION 

TagQC is a useful program that automatically will indicate suspicious TLD elements results and allows 

correcting the data in a reliable and fast way. In addition, it will allow the EDL staff to view and to check 

only the suspicious TLD results, which will make the QC procedure much faster and accurate.  

The TagQC program is currently being examined at the EDL. At the completion of the examination and 

validation, TagQC will be used in routine activities and thus will improve the efficiently and quality 

assurance of EDL service.  
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